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Abstract. In today’s globalized world, it is increasingly important for com-
panies to gain knowledge about international markets and to understand the
differences and similarities between international users. As a result, international
user studies have become more common. However, they still pose a challenge
for most companies. In this paper, we present the results of an empirical
investigation of how companies conduct international user studies. We describe
the empirical findings in detail, with an emphasis on the practices and challenges
that are specific to the process of doing international user studies. Key findings
concern where, geographically, companies choose to collect data; the scope and
scale of the studies; as well as the preferred data collection methods and
employed control mechanisms. Our research shows that strategic/pragmatic
considerations, perceived differences in national culture, and concerns about
data quality shape and delimit the approach that companies take to international
user studies.
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1 Introduction

The HCI field has traditionally focused on two key research areas, namely (1) methods,
tools and guidelines for designing and testing interfaces to enhance the usability hereof
and (2) approaches for understanding the users and the context and situational aspects
that influence their use of a given (IT) product or service. Within both of these research
areas, the implications of globalization and the internationalization of products and
services have over the years become important topics of study [2, 3, 14, 16].

Our research is positioned within the second stream of research concerned with
approaches for understanding users and contextual product use. In particular, we aim to
contribute to the HCI literature with insights about how companies conduct interna-
tional user studies to get a foundation for meeting the needs of and designing products
and services for users on international markets.

An earlier research project discovered that companies found it difficult to decide
which markets to approach and how to incorporate cultural differences when
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communicating the findings from the user studies as personas [10]. Looking at the
literature within HCI very little address these aspects in a scientific way and most
address data collection and communication from an experience-based perspective, see
e.g. [13, 14]. An exception is [1], who draws on empirical data to propose a conceptual
framework that, among other things, assists designers in global companies in planning
user studies that take local and cultural aspects into account.

The purpose of this research is to investigate how companies conduct international
user studies; and more specifically to identify the practices and challenges that are
particular to the process of collecting data and presenting insights about users on
international markets.

The research is based on a qualitative interview study with 15 practitioners from 11
different companies. All interviews were held in Denmark, either in Danish companies
that have users and subdivisions around the world or in Danish subdivisions of large
international corporations. This means that what is considered “international” is seen
from a Danish perspective.

2 On Culture and Intercultural Communication

All user studies are concerned with understanding the important differences and
similarities among users. However, one of the aspects that make international user
studies different from national user studies is that they are explicitly concerned with
culture and intercultural communication. Thus, international user studies require
attention to cultural differences and similarities during the planning and data collection
phases of the study. Moreover, an important outcome of these studies is an increased
understanding of which cultural differences and similarities that exist among users on
different markets and which of these that are - and are not – important to take into
account when designing a given product.

Recent theories point out that in today’s globalized world it is useful to think about
culture as a concept and phenomenon that refers to much more than just national
culture [7]. This allows for other understandings of the significant differences and
similarities between groups of people and of the complexity of peoples’ everyday lives.
A complex understanding of culture facilitates ways of grouping people based on their
everyday practices and the communities (i.e. cultures) they participate in; e.g., by
focusing on their practices with regard to work, leisure, sport, parenting, language,
gender, and religion [8].

A complex understanding of culture does not exclude a focus on national culture;
rather the emphasis is on, for example, understanding what it means to be Danish and at
the same time that there are many ways in which to be Danish. However, as the theories
stress, even for people with a high level of intercultural competence it remains a
challenge to avoid interpretations, linguistic expressions, and actions that are informed
by more simplistic national and geographical stereotypes. This is due to, among other
things, the strong influence of the very notion of national culture as well as to the often
more one-sided representations and discourses presented in the media.

This complex understanding of culture is very different from the understanding of
culture as represented by methods, tools and guidelines for designing interfaces as
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suggested by e.g. [9] or the application of methods on new frontiers as described by
e.g. [12, 15].

In this paper, we use the distinction between the concept of national culture and the
complex understanding of culture as our theoretical foundation for understanding the
role that perceptions of cultural differences and similarities play when companies
collect and present data about international users.

3 Research Method

The research presented in this paper is based on a qualitative interview study with 15
user researchers from 11 different companies. The aim of the interviews was to
investigate how companies collect and present data about users on international
markets.

The companies/interviewees were selected from the involved researchers’ profes-
sional network based on the following criteria. (1) The most important criterion was
that they were operating on international markets. (2) The second criterion was that
they had experience with international user studies and/or that they were using methods
(such as, e.g. the persona method or segmentation into target groups) to delineate and
incorporate user insights into their work and design processes.

The interviews were carried out from February - April 2014. All interviews took
place in Denmark, either in Danish companies that have users and subdivisions around
the world or in Danish subdivisions of large international companies.

The interviews were semi-structured and held in accordance with an interview
guide. Each interview lasted 1−1,5h, was audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed.
All interviews were held in the Danish language. The included interview quotes have
therefore been translated from Danish to English by the paper authors.

As all interviews took place in Denmark what constitutes “international” is viewed
from a Danish perspective. This can be useful to keep in mind when reading interview
quotes that compare Denmark to other countries or when differences and similarities
are mentioned. For example, when the interviewees make comparisons and statements
about differences and similarities they seem to do so based on a number of
taken-for-granted notions, such as the assumption that the Danish work culture is less
hierarchical and more characterized by employee autonomy than work culture in other
countries and that Danes in general are task oriented and prioritize efficiency.

Moreover, as all interviews were held in Danish it means that the two interviewers
and the interviewee shared the same language and that much could be taken for granted
with regard to contextual understandings, body language, humor, etc. It has been
suggested that in such data collection situations (characterized by shared language and
background) interviewer(s) and interviewee(s) create an ‘ad hoc’ national community
as ‘fellow travellers’ [4, 5] that jointly aim to understand the world around them.
However, it also means that taken for granted notions, national stereotypes, etc. might
go unnoticed and that statements about national differences and similarities might be
more expressed, because they are intended – and understood - as jokes in the interview
situation. This is also useful to keep in mind when reading the interview quotes in this
paper.
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Table 1. Overview of the participants

Interviewee Job title Type of company Method for presenting
user insights

A Design
researcher

Danish subdivision of a large
international software
development company

More than 10 years of
experience with the
persona method
(international personas)

B Senior
interaction
designer

C Design
researcher

Large financial company with
headquarter in Denmark
and subdivisions in
Northern Europe

Around 5 years of
experience with the
persona method
(international personas)

D Head of digital
experience
and global
marketing

Large financial company with
headquarter in Denmark
and subdivisions around
the world

Preferred method:
Segmentation;
considers using
personas

E Technical
writer

Software development
company (financial
systems), headquarter in
Denmark and subdivisions
around the world

Development of a set of
international personas
is under consideration

F Senior UX
researcher

Software development
company (content
management systems),
headquarter in Denmark
and subdivisions around
the world

Development of a set of
international personas
has been initiated

G Innovation
consultant

Organization that specializes
in development of digital
health-care solutions; many
projects are funded by EU
and involve development
of solutions for several EU
countries at a time

The method for
presenting user insights
is chosen from project
to project; experience
with national personas

H Innovation
consultant

I Senior
innovation
consultant

J Consultant Design agency that
specializes in tourism,
events and city
development (project work
for clients)

(National and
international) Personas
often constitute an
important result of the
projects/for the clients

K User
researcher

L Design
researcher

Design agency that
specializes in product,
service, graphical and
digital design (project work
for clients), headquarter in
Denmark and subdivisions
around the world

One-page profiles of
actual users, with
pictures and quotes

(Continued)
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All interviewees work in companies, where digital solutions and/or software
development is the main area of expertise or an important part of the products and
product portfolio. They have many years of professional experience and are currently
holding positions as design researchers, user experience (UX) researchers, innovation
consultants and so on. A part of their job is to plan and carry out user studies. We will
hereafter refer to them as user researchers. Table 1 provides an overview of the
characteristics of the involved companies and participants.

The analysis of the interview data was structured into several rounds of analysis,
where we used a thematic approach to organize the interview data into relevant units of
text and themes, which were then interpreted and meaning condensed into our research
findings [6].

An important part of the analysis was to distinguish between on the one hand,
themes that the interviewees described as specific to international user studies and on
the other hand, themes related to national studies or inherent to all types of user
research. In this paper, we focus on the practices and challenges that are specific to (or
magnified by) the process of doing international user research.

4 Empirical Findings: A Process Perspective on International
User Studies

In this section, we describe the strategies and practices that the companies and inter-
viewees use when conducting international user studies.

We present our research findings in accordance with a process perspective, because
this was how the interviewees structured their practice descriptions. Thus, we look at
the practices and challenges related to: (1) Initial planning, (2) International data col-
lection, (3) Perceptions of end users, and (4) Presentation of user insights.

Table 1. (Continued)

Interviewee Job title Type of company Method for presenting
user insights

M Company
owner

Design agency that
specializes in national and
international user studies,
UX design and test of
solutions (project work for
clients)

Profiles of actual users,
with pictures, quotes
and video sequences

N Innovation
specialist

Hearing aid company,
headquarter in Denmark
and subdivisions around
the world

Several years of
experience with the
persona method
(international personas)

O Audio
engineer

Hearing aid company,
headquarter in Denmark
and subdivisions around
the world

Several years of
experience with the
persona method
(international personas)
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We do not address data analysis and implementation of user insights into design
processes. This delimitation has been chosen, because the interviewees reported that
the practices and challenges for these two process steps (i.e. analysis and implemen-
tation) were similar for national and international user studies. See [10] for research
findings about the practices and challenges that relate to analysis and implementation of
user insights in a national context.

4.1 Initial Planning

There are a number of initial decisions and planning activities that have to be made
before an international user study can commence.

Strategic Markets are Prioritized. For companies operating on international markets
a key decision is where, geographically, to collect data about the users. In most cases it
is the management/client who makes the decision about which countries/regions to
include in the study. The decision is typically based on what they consider to be the
company’s most important strategic markets.

“It has to do with which strategic markets we want to be strong in. It is not so much that now
we need to find four [countries] that are very different…of course India is included because
they are very different from the US, but India is also included because they have a very large
population who could use [our products]…” (Innovation specialist, N)

Thus, our analysis shows that the management’s/client’s decision about where to
collect data is driven more by strategic business considerations and a
market-orientation than by a focus on specific countries and national culture. Moreover,
while it is not possible to say that it is a distinct pattern in the interview data, there does
seem to be a slight difference in the way the interviewees use the words “markets” and
“countries”. When the word “market” is used, it seems to have more of a business
connotation and to be used in connection with economic and pragmatic considerations.
When the word “country” is used, it more intuitively invites the interviewee to talk
about differences and similarities between countries/regions, and whether they matter
or not for decision-making, data collection, and the product in question.

Pragmatic Issues Sometimes Overrule Strategy. The interviewees report that nor-
mally it is quite clear which markets the management/client want to collect data about
or what kind of knowledge they want to obtain about a particular geographical area.
However, economic and pragmatic considerations related to, e.g., easier and cheaper
travelling and language barriers mean that data sometimes is collected in other coun-
tries than originally decided. And also in other countries/regions than what might yield
optimal knowledge. For example, it might be decided to do user interviews in England
instead of an Eastern European country, because it reduces the language barrier for all
involved.

Strategies for Planning the User Study. While it typically is the management/client
that makes the decision about where to collect data, it is the task of the user researchers
to plan the study. There are two different strategies for planning an international user
study:
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• A research design oriented strategy. Some user researchers plan the study to cover
as many users and user groups in the chosen countries/regions as thoroughly as the
budget allows. This planning strategy is driven by the notion of validity and tends to
lead to large-scale studies that involve many end users.

• A use oriented strategy. Other user researchers plan the study with the aim of being
able to provide the employees (i.e., product designers, system developers, and
marketing personnel) with insights about the important differences and similarities –
between countries/regions, between the employees and their users, and between the
many different types of users. When this planning strategy is used, the notion of
validity still plays a role, but designing a study that addresses knowledge gaps is
considered just as or more important than scientific method and rigor.

4.2 International Data Collection

The planning and the logistics that surround data collection for international user
studies are much more demanding and time consuming than for national studies. This is
because they typically involve: planning of international field studies, travel planning,
use of external resources (e.g., agencies and translators from the countries where the
study takes place), and many end users.

All this adds to the scale and complexity of carrying out this type of user studies. In
this section we look at the interviewees’ reported practices and concerns about data
collection.

The Importance of Going to the Field. User researchers consider it very important to
go to the field and participate in the data collection, for two reasons:

• To gain rich insights, i.e. to gain contextual knowledge and to interact directly with
each of the users. It is also considered important for other employees, such as
designers and developers to go to the field and meet the users.

• To ensure the quality of the data, i.e. to ensure the consistency of the data collection
across countries and in general to ensure that the data collection is carried out in the
way the user researchers has planned it. This is considered especially important if
the data collection takes place in “new” or less familiar countries.

We have identified three different field study strategies. Thus, when user researchers go
to the field they use one or more of the strategies mentioned below.

Strategy 1: The user researchers prefer to perform the data collection themselves, if
possible from a language perspective. This approach provides much contextual
knowledge about the particular country. Moreover, the experience of interacting
with each of the users in person allows for a nuanced understanding of who the
users are, how they live and work, and what their needs and motivations are.
Strategy 2: The user researchers perform the data collection with the help of a
translator. This provides all the advantages of the abovementioned approach.
However, different experiences are reported. Some state that it works well with a
translator and especially if the translator is skilled and unobtrusive; others feel that
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they miss out on many nuances in what the user is saying and that they are unable to
build a relationship with the user in the same way.

“It is always a challenge to use a translator because you never really have that direct contact.
You always depend on the translator. But when it is a good translator it works surprisingly
well.” (Design researcher, L)

Strategy 3: The user researchers participate as observers despite language barriers.
Five of the 15 interviewees mention that they have used this strategy, and while
they consider it the least desirable option, it has advantages. Thus, even in cases
where language barriers mean that they cannot understand the actual interaction
between a local resource and a user, observation provides them with contextual
knowledge and is a great aid to memory during the subsequent data analysis.

“We made sure that at least one of us was present at all interviews in all countries…” (Design
researcher, C)

External Resources: A Matter of Trust and Control. International user studies often
involve the use of external resources, such as:

• Recruiters/recruitment agencies
• User research agencies
• Local resource persons (e.g. freelance user researchers and translators)
• Danes with a relevant ethnic or educational background (e.g. a person with

Danish-Kenyan ethnicity or a Danish anthropologist)

Choosing which external resources to use is an important decision. The user
researchers state that it is essential for them to be able to trust that the external resources
can perform and deliver the results of the study with the expected quality.

“…Just to find an agency that understands what we are talking about and…is able to do it with
the quality we expect. We don’t understand Russian for example…how can I know that what
they are talking about is a good persona interview? A good observation? And they will
probably report back with phrases and language that has many implicit understandings, which
I might not get, so, yes, there are many challenges.” (Senior interaction designer, B)

The user researchers prefer to use resources that they have used before. If this is not
possible, e.g., because the study is performed in a country where they have not pre-
viously collected data, they prefer to participate in all or selected data collection
activities to control the process.

As the data collection often involves the use of different agencies and resources in
different countries, the external resources are typically briefed very thoroughly. Thus, to
ensure that the data is collected in the same way and with the desired quality, the user
researchers provide the external resources with:

• Detailed criteria for recruiting relevant users
• An interview guide with detailed explanations of why and how to ask each question
• Detailed guidelines for how to transcribe the interviews
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“We used agencies in all four countries…it has the advantage that they speak the language and
that they do it for us…but it of course also has the disadvantage that we used quite a lot of time
on explaining very thoroughly what it was we wanted…When we delivered something to them
there was a column with a question and then there was a long explanation of why we were
asking about this and what we wanted to do with it…so we were very thorough and it also
worked.” (Design researcher, C)

The common way of working with external resources is to be very thorough when
choosing and briefing the resources. In general, the user researchers view international
data collection as a collaborative effort and they work closely with the external
resources throughout the data collection process to ensure that they get good quality
data.

Large-Scale Studies Involving Many End Users. International user studies typically
involve many end users. The prevailing approach is that data collection should cover
the same number of users in each country/region that is included in the study. In other
words, a research design oriented approach informed by the notion of validity is
preferred. As one of the interviewees explain:

“…of course, identical in the four countries” (Design researcher, C).

This means that if a company normally performs 15 user interviews for a national
study, they will plan an international user study in four countries to cover 60
interviews.

Another example is from a user study that involved two countries, Denmark and an
Eastern European country. It was prioritized that the same number of interviews should
be held in both countries and that several user groups should be covered in each
country. As a result, the number of interviews became quite extensive.

“…we did 72 qualitative interviews in total, half in Denmark and half in Hungary.” (Design
researcher, L)

Strategies for Recruitment of End Users. As international user studies typically
involve many end users, recruitment is a big task that takes up much time in the initial
phases of a project. The user researchers choose between or mix two different strate-
gies, depending on whether money or time is the more important aspect for the par-
ticular project.

The prevailing strategy is that the user researchers do all, most or some of the
recruitment themselves. This is primarily because it is expensive to use external
recruiters, but also because it often is possible (if time-consuming) for them to find the
end users, based on customer lists or by drawing on their own social network.

Another strategy is to use external recruiters to minimize the time spend, and also
because it sometimes is not possible (or too time-consuming) to find relevant users in
other countries.

The user researchers state that they give much thought to determining the recruit-
ment criteria and that they typically use the same criteria to recruit the end users in all
the involved countries/regions.
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Concerns About National Culture Create Barriers for Data Collection. In addition
to travel expenses, language issues, and data quality, concerns about national culture
create barriers for data collection.

The user researchers express many concerns about lack of education in culture and
about insufficient understandings of particular countries and national cultures.

“…if you are going to do user studies, e.g., with Chinese people, it has to be in collaboration
with somebody who knows something about China, about the Chinese market. Someone with an
education. We wouldn’t know enough.” (Consultant, J)

They are especially worried about their lack of knowledge about Asia and Africa,
but also areas that are geographically closer to Denmark such as Eastern European
countries.

Some interviewees explain that they are much more comfortable doing user studies
in countries and regions they are familiar with and where they do not perceive the
culture to differ significantly from Danish culture. In some cases, the consequence of
this respect for differences in national culture is that they do not conduct user studies in
countries/regions they feel too unfamiliar with, even when these countries/regions are
or could be relevant for their business.

“…India, China, Brazil, which are big markets, and yes, well, we know that we have a huge
knowledge gap and we haven’t really done anything…” (Senior interaction designer, B)

Dealing with Cultural Differences in the Data Collection Situation. Our analysis
shows that (too much) focus on differences in national cultural can give rise to concerns
that significantly delimits a company’s approach to international data collection.
However, our analysis also shows examples of user researchers that acknowledge
cultural differences as inherent to the data collection situation, also in a national con-
text. They therefore see it as an important part of their job and skill set to be able to
build a trusting and empathic relationship with the user, despite such differences (in
nationality, educational background, work culture etc.).

“I try to achieve this closeness and that is difficult to achieve…[when] you meet a complete
stranger and also from a different country…even in that cultural distance, which always is
there, I have to establish empathy, trust, so she also can tell me about those aspects of her job
where she is not so successful or where she does workarounds, how they tinker [with the
system]…” (Design researcher, A)

4.3 Perceptions of International End Users

In this section, we focus on perceptions of international end users, as an important
outcome of the process as well as something that shapes the way the user study is
planned and carried out.

End Users Share Many Similarities Across Nationalities. The user researchers
stress that one of the most important outcomes of international user studies is the
insight that there are many similarities among end users across nationalities - as
humans, consumers (of particular products), parents, workers, etc. This insight reflects
a complex understanding of culture, i.e. an understanding that foregrounds the
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similarities of the users’ everyday practices and the communities they participate in
rather than national differences.

However, the user researchers also explain that employees have many preconcep-
tions about different nationalities and the (large) role that national culture plays. It is
therefore important to explicitly communicate insights about the similarities that the
company’s end users share across nationalities to the employees. Otherwise stereo-
typical understandings of national differences might go unquestioned and influence the
designers’ work and ultimately the company’s products.

“The user studies we have done have shown that at the personal level our end users have very
similar motivations and approaches across borders…and this is very, very important and we
make a big deal out of communicating this to employees.” (Design researcher, C)

“…[this disability] effects end users in the same way no matter where they live in the world.”
(Innovation specialist, N)

There Are Important Differences in Market Conditions. There are also important
differences among end users. Interestingly, it is pointed out that the most important
differences often do not stem from national culture as such, but instead from differences
in the economy, legislation, education, and societal structures and structural develop-
ments in different countries and regions.

“…it has to do with how the economy is…[and the] legislation. Legislation promotes a par-
ticular behavior in a particular country. And this is actually the two things [i.e. economy and
legislation] that we have seen consequences of.” (Design researcher, C)

“…the differences that we see when we talk about [our end users] are that there can be a
difference in how much money they have and this has something to do with whether the country
they live in gives refunds, or health insurance, or whether the state is paying the full amount,
and things like that. There are many different [health care] models in the different countries.
And that effects this very much.” (Innovation specialist, N)

Knowledge about differences in national/regional market conditions cannot be
obtained through user studies alone. Other types of internal data from databases,
reports, social network, etc. as well as secondary sources about the socio-economic
situation, societal structures and legal systems are also important in order to be able to
distinguish between and understand the different types of users.

Perceived Differences in National Culture Are Used to Explain Behavior. In
addition to the complex understanding of culture demonstrated above, the interview
data contains many examples of how perceived differences in national culture are used
to explain expected and experienced behavior when collecting data in other countries.

The interviewees explain that challenges might arise because the communication
partners have different expectations and may place different emphasis on efficiency
and/versus politeness.

“I have just received an email from one of my colleagues who is trying to get [a user study] in
Japan in place for me. He says that you just have to be aware that they are…traditionally
speaking, they are not so willing to say what they really think…you have to be aware of that,
especially if their opinion is negative, so I have to take that into account.” (Senior UX
researcher, F)
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“We have experienced the classical thing, in Brazil [they] were expressive about it and in Asia
much shorter replies. We have used the same type of test in both places, and in Brazil they were
very expressive, the Japanese gave very short statements, the Chinese were very polite and the
Germans made jokes that were kind of dirty, which was a little strange, but it was also in Berlin
[laughs] so maybe it was that.” (Company owner, M)

In the examples, perceived differences in communication styles are associated with
and explained by national culture. The consequence of this is that more general
understandings based on one factor, namely national culture, are foregrounded, while
the more complex aspects of culture and the uniqueness of the actual situations and the
individual communication partners are played down. As can be seen from our high-
lights in the quotes, the interviewees use words such as “traditionally speaking” and
“the classical thing” to signal that they are aware of using general and somewhat
stereotypical descriptions to explain the behavior of people from the countries in
question.

National stereotypes develop over time as stories, examples, and jokes about the
characteristics of people with a particular nationality are told and retold in the media, in
literature, at social gatherings, etc. Moreover, they tend to cohere well with the
experiences we have of interacting with people from these countries [11]. In this way,
stereotypes come to influence the way we make sense of and talk about other
nationalities. This can be problematic if stereotypical understandings gain too much
explanatory power. Moreover, it can be problematic if stereotypes shape interpretations
and decision-making in unreflective or unrecognized ways, e.g., when interacting with
a person from a particular nationality or when making decisions about where and how
to conduct international user studies.

Linguistic Simplifications Create Distance Between People. In addition to stereo-
types, language can in subtle, and often unconscious, ways serve to create distinctions
between “us” and “them”. For example, when the interviewees say that “those from
Norway” prefer this or that “some lady from Mongolia” has that type of education, a
distance is created. This is because the choice of the seemingly insignificant words
“those” and “some” refer to a generalized group or person different from oneself – and
therefore by implication more difficult to understand and relate to.

Likewise, communication theory shows that we always position ourselves as either:
superior, equal, or subordinate in relation to other people when we communicate [7, 8].
This can be seen in the above examples, where the generalization to “those” and
“some” positioned the interviewee as superior and the others as subordinate. Other
examples include the interviewees’ use of linguistic images to explain that even though
their company has a very diverse user group much data collection is conducted with
“the white middle class” and “pale Europeans”. Or to explain that the software their
company produces is used by different groups, and therefore has to be designed so that
it can be used by both “engineering types” and “a Russian cosmetologist”. Such
expressions are very powerful in communicating a point, because (positive and neg-
ative) stereotypes are used to create a vivid image. However, they also gloss over
complex understandings and create distance (rather than empathy and identification)
because of the use of general, value-laden categories.
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Such linguistic images and simplifications cannot be avoided no matter how cul-
turally competent one becomes. However, it is possible to become more aware of the
language that one self and others use and to gain a better understanding of how
linguistic structures create distance and cause people to take value-laden positions in
relation to others.

This awareness of language is especially important when presenting the obtained
user insights to the employees who have to use them for product design.

4.4 Presentation of the User Insights

The companies that have participated in this research project use three different types of
methods for presenting the user insights that they obtain through international user
studies, namely personas, segmentation, or profiles of actual users. It is clear from our
interview data that different types of companies use the three methods for different
reasons.

• Personas is used by companies that wish to capture and apply the user insights for a
period of time and for several purposes, i.e. in design activities, development
projects, marketing campaigns, etc.

• Segmentation is used in companies where the company culture enforces a focus on
logical arguments and decisions based on quantitative data.

• Profiles of actual users (rather than personas) are used by design agencies. For the
design agencies we have talked to, the priority is to identify design insights for a
particular client project. The profiles and user insights are not meant to live on after
the project is over and therefore in-depth analysis leading to personas is not eco-
nomically feasible unless they constitute an outcome, which the client is interested
in and willing to pay for.

In this section, we look first at how the companies work with international personas
and subsequently we describe the use of the two other methods.

Strategies for Creating International Personas. The user researchers stress that the
strength of the persona method is its ability to create recognition and empathic iden-
tification, but they disagree about how to achieve this in international personas. There
are two different overall strategies for presenting international user insights as a set of
personas:

(1) To create personas according to nationality. When this strategy is used there is
typically one persona per country/region covered by the user study (e.g., if the
user study was conducted in Denmark, India and USA, there will be one Danish,
one Indian, and one US persona). In other words, this strategy results in country
specific persona descriptions.

(2) To create personas according to other criteria, such as, e.g., differences in user
preferences, profession, education level, level of involvement, learning styles,
digital maturity, autonomy at the work place, etc. This is similar to the criteria that
are used to create national personas. This results in general persona descriptions.
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“We have tried two different models. One is to have a persona that is very focused on how
people in this job think and what kind of goals they have. It [the persona description] can be
quite general…the other model we have tried is to map different personas to different regions.”
(Senior interaction designer, B).

However, some compensate for what the choice of main strategy leaves out by
adding text fields that delineate:

• What would be different about the persona compared to the country specific
description if s/he was living in different countries/regions

• What would be unique to the persona compared to the general persona description if
s/he was living in a particular country/region

This indicates that neither strategy is entirely successful. In line with this, one of the
interviewed user researchers states that he would prefer if people did not have to read
about the differences between, e.g., Japan and Europe, in added text fields and that he is
planning to experiment with other ways of presenting the information about cultural
differences.

When it comes to the content of the persona descriptions, some user researchers
prefer to use pictures or drawings that contain very little background that could place
the persona in a specific context. Moreover, they avoid geographical references in the
text and they give the personas as general names as possible. The argument for this is
that employees around the world should be able to recognize and use the personas and
therefore the focus should be on the persona as a person rather than a person in a
specific place.

Other user researchers prefer to use pictures, names, titles, etc. which draw attention
to and challenge the employees’ stereotypical understandings of who the users are. The
argument for this is to communicate the diversity of the users to the employees and
therefore the focus is on the persona as a person who has both expected and unexpected
features. One of the interviewees explain that she puts much effort into finding the right
pictures for the personas and that she deliberately chooses pictures that challenge
stereotypical understandings: “Generally for personas in firms: the top manager is a
woman, the creative leader is a dark man. That is how you try to challenge stereo-
types.” (Design researcher, A).

The Choice of Strategy is Not Only Based on Data. In general, the user researchers
have strong opinions about which strategy they prefer. One of the interviewees for
example states that:

“I would rather not divide [personas] according to nationality.” (Innovation specialist, N).

There are also several examples of how the choice of strategy for creating personas
is made based on other considerations than the differences that emerge during data
analysis. In one example, political considerations led to the use of strategy one, i.e. one
persona for each of the company’s main markets (even though nationality was not
reflected as a significant difference in the data).

In another example the client had requested personas specifically to be able to
develop ‘the Swedish market’, ‘the Norwegian market’, etc. and it was therefore natural
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to use strategy one. In other words, the decision to create personas based on nationality
was made early on in the project, due to the client’s way of conceptualizing their users
in terms of markets that could be developed.

Profiles and Segments. Not all the companies we have talked to use personas. In the
design agencies, for example, they do not use personas. Instead they create a profile of
each user who has participated in the user study. The profile contains one or more
pictures of the user and the home- or work context where the data collection took place
as well as quotes and key insights. Thus, if the study covers 72 interviews, 72 user
profiles are subsequently created – and in this particular example hung in a project
room in order for the project team to be continuously reminded of the users and whom
they were designing for.

Another company currently uses segmentation as the method for gathering and pre-
senting user insights. Some companies conduct and use quantitative segmentation sur-
veys, among other things, for planning a qualitative user study that results in personas.
Yet again, in other companies they use and need both personas and segmentation as:
“Personas are a strong tool to communicate user behavior and intentions, but many
“number people” want to be able to use them to prioritize, so they want to know exactly
how many “of those” there are in each country.” (Innovation specialist, N).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the results of an empirical investigation of how
companies conduct international user studies. Key findings are as follows.

Companies do not collect data about end users in all the countries/regions they
operate in. Instead, they focus on a few strategic markets. These can be new markets
the company wants to develop, but more often it is relatively well-known markets
where the company is already conducting much of its business.

Our research also shows that for some geographical areas and countries the
companies/user researchers have almost too much respect for the national culture. This in
turn means that, even though it would be highly relevant for the business, there are parts
of the world where they do not conduct user studies.

International user studies tend to be large-scale studies that involve many human
resources, including company employees as well as external agencies, translators, etc.
from the countries where the studies take place. The studies typically cover 2−4
countries/regions and many end users in each country/region. It is not uncommon that
more than 50 qualitative interviews are conducted (in total), among other things, to
ensure validity.

The preferred data collection method is field studies. If possible, user researchers
choose to go to the field themselves to gain rich insights and to control the data
collection process.

The main insights that companies gain from international user studies are (1) that
there are many similarities among end users across nationalities and (2) that it often is
more important to focus on and take differences in market conditions (i.e. legislation,
socio-economic situation, healthcare system, education, etc.) into account rather than
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national culture per se. This indicates that one of the important outcomes of interna-
tional user studies is a complex understanding of the role of culture. However, we also
saw examples of stereotyping the users and of an “us versus them” attitude, even
though the goal of the user studies is to gain a nuanced understanding of the users and
to provide other employees with user insights that allow for recognition and empathic
identification.

Companies are in the process of finding out how best to present the insights about
international end users to the employees (i.e., product designers, project participants
and marketing personnel). Currently, two strategies are used, namely to distinguish
among end users (1) according to nationality or (2) according to other criteria (e.g., user
preferences, education level, and IT maturity). However, neither strategy is entirely
successful, as it either foregrounds the differences between nationalities or downplays
the unique aspects of the different countries/regions.

Thus, so far, no best practice for incorporating both national differences and cross-
cultural similarities into persona descriptions, segmentations, etc. has been established.

This study contributes to the HCI literature with empirical findings about how
companies conduct international user studies and the specific practices and challenges
hereof. In particular, we show that strategic considerations, perceived differences in
national culture, and concerns about data quality play an important role in shaping and
delimiting the approach that companies take to international user studies.

Our findings points to the need for more research that addresses how to plan and
carry out user studies in countries that are perceived as culturally very different, how to
ensure data quality and understand the notion of validity when conducting
multi-country studies, and how to incorporate both national differences and
cross-cultural similarities into persona descriptions, segmentations, etc.
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